SPY CAMERA FINDER Manual

The Spy Camera Finder is for personal privacy protection. It's easy working for everybody, to quickly identify and locate any cameras come with an array of ultra-bright LED's. It's portable and try for along carry in handbag, key chain, suitcase or briefcase.

Usage areas:
- Hotel
- Airport
- Apartment
- Dressing room
- Public toilet
- Gym

View finder
LED light

Frequency 1-4 indicator
Micro USB port
Charging indicator
On/Off

Start up

1. One press to start, look through the view finder and slowly scan the room, suspected area to look for any cameras.
2. The lens of the hidden cameras will appear as a bright red point of blinking light when you illuminate it with the light beam.

3. Long press 3 seconds to turn off.

Frequency: Grade 1 to 4 by pressing each time

Battery: 950mA  Standby time: >6months  Charging time: 4-5hours  Tips: Battery indicator goes off when fully charging.